The multi-tiered concept of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, cloudlets and clouds is facilitating a user-centric IoT. However, in such three tier network, it is still desirable to investigate efficient strategies to offer the computing, storage and communications resources to the users. To this end, this paper proposes a new hierarchical model by introducing the concept of field, shallow, and deep cloudlets where the cloudlet tier itself is designed in three hierarchical levels based on the principle of LTE-Advanced backhaul network. Accordingly, we explore a two time scale approach in which the computing resources are offered in an auction-based profit maximization manner and then the communications resources are allocated to satisfy the users' QoS.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fog computing paradigm [1] was introduced by Cisco as a new platform in which the goal is to support the requirements of Internet of Things (IoTs) varying from low latency, mobility, geo-distribution and location awareness [2] . To this end, the fog computing platform was designed as a multi-tiered architecture in which different parts of an IoT application can be deployed on the IoT device, fog platform and a data center as three different tiers. In the past few years, several efforts have developed similar concepts to the fog computing. Most notably, three years before the introduction of fog computing, the idea of cloudlet as a trusted, resource-rich computer which is well-connected to the Internet and available for use by nearby mobile devices was introduced in [3] . The notion of the cloudlet or a "data center in a box" has been further developed by a research team at Carnegie Mellon University by introducing and developing various mechanisms [4] - [8] .
In parallel with the development of fog computing and the cloudlet concept, the so called Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) idea has being standardized by an Industry Specification Group (ISG) lunched by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [9] . MEC recognized as one of the key emerging technologies for 5G networks aims at providing computing capabilities in proximity of Mobile Users (MUs) and within the Radio Access Network (RAN), thereby reducing the latency and improving the Quality of Service (QoS) [9] . Moreover, MEC is becoming an important enabler of consumer-centric IoT with potential applications such as smart mobility, smart cities, and location-based services [10] , [11] . Therefore, in such user-centric IoT concept in which the users participate in sensing and computing tasks, computation-intensive tasks still need to be offloaded to either the cloud or the computing resources at the edge.
In a MEC environment, a mobile subscriber/user can be considered as a person/entity with one or more IoT devices that can utilize the computing and storage capabilities at the edge. However, it is still desirable to investigate an efficient strategy that can be used to offer the computing and storage facilities, and accordingly the required communications bandwidth to a mobile subscriber. Such strategy not only has to allow the users to adapt their computing and communications capacities according to their requirements but also has to change its economics by allowing the users to pay only for the resources that they utilize. In this regard, the main challenge is the resource poverty at the edge where we are dealing with resource-poor computing facilities not big data centers. To this end, the current study aims to address the aforementioned issue by proposing an auction-based profit maximization approach.
Contributions:
We have made three major contributions. 1) We propose a HIerachichal Mobile Edge Computing (HI-MEC) architecture in accordance with the principles of LTE-Advanced backhaul network and introduce the notion of field, shallow and deep cloudlets. 2) We propose a two time scale mechanism to allocate the computing and communications resources to the MUs.
The importance of the proposed two time scale is due to the fact that the economics of computing resources cannot change as quickly as the traffic loads of the MUs. In particular, the decision about the price and distribution of the computing resources are made in longer time frames, while the bandwidth allocations are updated in shorter time slots. To this end, we formulate a Binary Linear Programming (BLP) aimed at maximizing the profit of the service provider and a convex optimization problem for bandwidth allocation. We also design heuristic algorithms to solve the BLP problem and a centralized solution is proposed for the bandwidth allocation problem. 3) We evaluate the performance of the heuristic algorithms via extensive simulations.
Related Work: In the past few years, a large and cohesive body of work investigated the major limitations of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), e.g., the radio access associated energy consumption of mobile devices and the latency experienced over Wide Area Network (WAN), and the researchers came up with a variety of policies and algorithms. For instances, the computation offloading problem via joint optimization of the communication and computation resources is explored in [12] and 3 a message-passing approach for the same problem is proposed in [13] . In [14] , a new cloudlet network architecture that brings the computing resources from the centralized cloud to the edge is proposed and the problem of Avatar, a software clone located in a cloudlet, migration to maintain a low E2E delay is investigated. Recently, a cloudlet network planning approach for mobile access networks is introduced in [15] which optimally places the cloudlet facilities among a given set of available sites and then assigns a set of access points to the cloudlets by taking into consideration of the user mobility.
As discussed earlier, this paper proposes an auction-based profit maximization approach. The idea is to apply the useful cloud-based strategies into the context of MEC by taking into consideration of the user mobility and the resource poverty at the edge. Specifically, our auction model is inspired by a model presented in [16] that proposes a concurrent Virtual Machine (VM) pricing and the distribution of VM instances across Physical Machines (PMs) in a data center.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III describe the system model and problem formulation.
We propose our auction-based profit maximization problem and the corresponding heuristic algorithms in IV. The bandwidth allocation problem and its centralized solution are presented in V. Finally, Sections VI and VII present numerical results and conclude the paper, respectively. Fig. 1 shows our proposed HI-MEC architecture designed for provisioning mobile edge computing services by an edgecomputing service provider (a service provider in short). Based on the principles of LTE-Advanced backhaul network [17] , we introduce the notion of field, shallow and deep cloudlets. In particular, in a HI-MEC environment, we have several field cloudlets as the resource-poor facilities co-located with Small Cell enhanced Node Bs (SCeNBs). The shallow cloudlets as the resource-middle class facilities are also hosted at the first level of aggregation nodes, i.e., at Point of Presences (PoPs). Moreover, in order to leverage the resource-rich facilities, we consider one deep cloudlet for each HI-MEC enviroment located at mobile backhual. In the proposed hierarchical model, each SCeNB is assumed to be connected to one PoP using a dedicated last mile link. Moreover, there is a dedicated aggregation link between each PoP and the aggregation node. In other words, each field cloudlet has access to only one shallow cloudlet connected via a dedicated last mile link, and all shallow cloudlets are connected to the deep cloudlet via aggregation links and mobile backhual.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We assume that the network has been optimally designed in terms of the connections of the SCeNBs to the PoPs by taking into consideration of different parameters like link lengths and capacities. A list of the most symbols is summarized in Table I. However, in order to ease the reading, the symbols used in Sections IV-B and V are not included in this table and are explained in the corresponding sections. Resource demand of VM type v ∈ V for resource type r ∈ R RS p r
Resource supply of PM type p ∈ P for resource type r ∈ R R a Capacity of the last mile link between AP a ∈ A and its connected shallow cloudlet R cs Capacity of the aggregation link between shallow cloudlet c s ∈ C s and the aggregation node R Cost of electricity at cloudlet location c ∈ C P p idle
Idle power consumption of PM p ∈ P P v peak Average peak power consumption of a VM type v ∈ V E usage Total power consumption (including that of network facilities) divided by the power consumption at the cloudlets
We consider a two time scale model in which the running time of the HI-MEC environment is divided into a sequence of time frames at equal length, T , e.g., five minutes. Each time frame itself is also divided into a sequence of time slots at equal length, τ , e.g., a few seconds. Our goal is to maximize the service provider total profit during the time frame T and minimize the total delay experienced by the users during the time slot τ . Note that for the analysis, we consider a single time frame, e.g.,
∆ as the time frame of interest (or a single time slot, e.g., δ as the time slot of interest) and omit the explicit time dependence in the notations through the paper.
A. Provider Side
The service provider provides the MUs (users in short) by a set of computing and communications facilities as an augmentation to their mobile device capacities. The computing facilities are provisioned as different types of Virtual Machines (VMs) running on Physical Mashines (PMs) located at different cloudlet sites. To manage the fluctuations in user demands while taking into consideration of the limitations of available resources at the edge, the service provider should consider a flexible pricing methods in which the resources are priced according to the demands. To this end, we consider an auction-based pricing model such as
Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) spot pricing [16] , [18] , [19] . In such strategy, the service provider updates the prices for each type of VM at the beginning of each time frame that depend on the available resources and demands. The minimum granularity in offering the computing resource is assumed to be one VM instance in one time frame. The service provider also renders the required communications bandwidth between the users and the VMs, i.e., the SCeNBs as the Access Points (APs)
as well as the network connection between the APs and the cloudlet locations.
B. Demand Side
The service provider tenders the communications and edge-computing facilities as a service to the MUs. The MUs can benefit from the provided service, e.g., by offloading their mobile applications, and hereby prolong their device battery life-time.
However, the users must submit their demand bids for the offered service stating their maximum willingness price for their desired VM type. The maximum willingness price can be decided using the spot price history. We assume that the users can submit their bids at any time but the service provider runs the auction at the beginning of each time frame in which the bids above the spot price are served, and those below the spot price are rejected. In fact, it is assumed that the demand bids are submitted based on the required VM type but the service provider will guarantee communications bandwidth for the served bids.
Without loss of generality, if a user demands more than one instance of a specific type of VM type, we treat the requested instances as different bids but with the same maximum willingness price. 6 
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The service provider not only has to decide the final price, which depends on the number of served bids for each type of VM, but also has to determine the assignments of the VMs among the cloudlet locations such that the communications requirements are also guaranteed. To this end, we propose an auction-based profit maximization problem to be solved by the service provider.
The profit gained by running the proposed HI-MEC environment is assumed to be given by the revenue of serving the VM demands minus the electricity cost of running the computing and network facilities, and the revenue lost due to network delay.
A. Revenue
The revenue of the service provider in a time frame depends on its decision about the spot price for each type of VM. We consider a local pricing approach in which the price for a specific type of VM varies from one AP location to another AP depending on the demand and supply but all the served bids in one AP location pay an identical price, i.e., equilibrium price per instance of a VM type. On the other hand, at each AP location, for a given type of VM, only those bids whose respective prices are greater than or equal to the equilibrium price can be served with their desired VM instances. We thus establish the revenue of the service provider in one time frame as,
where we assume that the binary variables x 
B. Electricity Cost
The electricity cost of the service provider depends on different variables like the number of turned on PMs at each cloudlet and the distribution of the VMs among the PMs. Following the power consumption model adapted for data centers [20] - [23] , the total electricity cost (EC) in one time frame can be computed as,
where the first term corresponds to the electricity cost of VMs' power consumption and the second term is to consider the related cost of PMs' idle power consumption.
C. Lost Revenue
The proposed architecture is a MEC architecture where the users expect to experience a low latency connecting to their VMs.
Therefore, for QoS satisfaction, we incorporate a lost revenue into our profit maximization problem due to the network delay experienced by the users. The idea is to first serve the bids as close as possible to the edge, and then allocate bandwidth to those bids that have to be served at a shallow/deep cloudlet due to high demands at their corresponding AP locations. In other words, field cloudlets have to be the first priority to serve a bid while shallow and deep cloudlet facilities have the second and third priorities, respectively. In a nutshell, at any time t ∈ T , we denote the traffic load of a given bid b on its dedicated link, i.e., r b , by A b (t). Therefore, within interval T , bid b makes its dedicated link busy for
seconds. Thus, the link utilization for bid b is
Here, the network delay is related to the link utilization such that the less time is the link busy, the less network delay is experienced. The total traffic load of a bid within a time slot is upper bounded by its maximum data transfer to/from the VM,
i.e., min . Therefore, the link utilization of a bid is upper bounded with its maximum data transfer as well as the base bandwidth as follows,
The idea is to incorporate this upper bound into our profit maximization which is solved every time frame and then update the 8 bandwidth allocated to the bids every time slot based on the traffic loads. We thus define our lost revenue as,
where ξ a,c are the coefficients set by the service provider based on the importance of QoS compared to the profit and by taking into consideration of the link lengths between APs and their connected cloudlets. Moreover, the reason behind using the upper bound is to derive a QoS satisfaction which is VM type oriented.
IV. PROFIT MAXIMIZATION
Note that users can submit or cancel their bids or change their willingness prices. Moreover, the AP location of a user changes when she moves to other location. Therefore, the service provider must update its decision on serving the bids periodically. To this end, we propose to maximize the auction-based profit at the beginning of each time frame.
A. Binary Linear Programming
The proposed optimization problem is formulated as, min ≤ R cs ∀c s C5 :
where the objective is to maximize the profit defined as the Revenue−ElectricityCost−LostRevenue. The equality constraint C1 in (5) is to ensure that the served bids are assigned to a PM at a cloudlet location connected to their AP locations. Inequality constraint C2 is also to lower bound the total resource demands of all the bids assigned to a PM by the resource supply of that machine. In addition, we use inequality constraints C3, C4 and C5 to bound the total minimum bandwidth of the bids traversing a link by the bandwidth capacity of that link. Note that C3, C4 and C5 are formulated for the last mile, aggregation and backhual links, respectively. Moreover, by inequality constraints C6, we enforce the requirement of our defined revenue function. Constraint C7 is designed to give priority to the PMs with lower running index at one cloudlet location over those with higher index at the same location. Finally, constraints C8, C9 and C10 are to restrict our variables to the binary choices.
B. Heuristics
While the proposed BLP optimization model offers flexibility, finding an optimal solution presents computational complexity.
The complexity grows fast with the number of bids and PMs. In order to obtain high quality solutions in a reasonable time, we propose two heuristic algorithms that employ VM pricing and VM distribution techniques [16] . The pseudo codes for VM pricing and VM distribution algorithms are shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. In fact, we follow a two phases approach.
In the first phase (Algorithm 1), for each type of VM at each AP location, we first estimate the serving cost of one VM instance, i.e., ϕ v a , by taking a weighted average over all suitable type of PMs across all connected field, shallow, and deep cloudlets to that location. In our cost estimation, we consider both electricity cost and the lost revenue (lines 2-19). We then identify the favorable number of the bids to be served, i.e.,k 21-26) . Finally, for each AP a and VM type v, we store all those bids with a rank less than or equal tok v a in the set of served bids, i.e., S (line 27).
In the VM distribution phase (Algorithm 2), we first initialize an instance count m for all a ∈ A do 4:
for all c ∈ C a do 6:
for all p ∈ P c do if c ∈ C a \ C f then Based on the VM assignment in the previous section, we now define an optimization problem to find the optimal bandwidth allocated to each served bid, i.e., r b . Our goal is to minimize the total network delay experienced by the served users on the link between their corresponding APs and cloudlets. Note that the delay between a user and AP which is related to the radio resource allocation is not the focus of this paper since it has already been addressed in other studies such as [12] . Let {1, ..., N } 
A. Convex Optimization
We propose to solve the bandwidth allocation problem shown in (6) In fact, the total bandwidth allocated to the bids traversing link m is upper bounded by its capacity, i.e., R m .
B. Centralized Optimal Solution
The proposed bandwidth allocation problem is a convex optimization with 2N + M constraints. The complexity of this problem may increase as the numbers of the served bids and the links increase. However, a HI-MEC network is assumed to be limited by the number of the links and the computing capacity to serve as few as several thousand bids. Therefore, it is desirable to derive a centralized optimal solution for this problem. To this end, we define the matrix V = (v mb ) M ×N to show the traverse of the bids on each link based on our already defined binary variable v mb . Let R = (R 1 , ..., R M ) and r = (r 1 , ..., r N ) also be the vectors of the capacity of the links and the bandwidth allocated to the bids, respectively. To derive the optimal solution, we apply the method of Lagrange multipliers since the constraints of Problem (6) are linear, and the Kuhn-Tucher conditions are necessary and sufficient for an existing optimal solution [24] , [25] .
Theorem 1 There exists γ m ≥ 0 (m ∈ 1, ..., M ) such that ∀b ∈ 1, ..., N :
wherer b is the optimal solution for Problem (6) .
Proof: Our proof is based on the assumption that the bandwidth allocation space of Problem (6) is a nonempty, convex and compact set and thus our objective function is strictly convex with respect to r b . Then, we define α b ≥ 0 and β b ≥ 0 ∀b ∈ 1, ..., N as well as γ m ≥ 0 ∀m ∈ 1, ..., M as the Lagrange multipliers for constraints C1, C2 and C3 in problem (6), respectively. Therefore, the Lagrangian becomes,
To optimize the objective by applying the necessary and sufficient conditions, we have
and wherer = (r 1 , ...,r N ) is the optimal solution to Problem (6) . Noting the values of the Lagrange multipliers in (11) The result of Theorem 1 indicates that the optimal bandwidth for each bid can be achieved by the optimal multipliers of its associated links. For example, when a bid is served at the deep cloudlet, its optimal bandwidth can be solved by the optimal multipliers of its associated last mile and aggregation links as well as the mobile backhual link. Therefore, solving this problem in a distributed manner for the case that the numbers of bids and the links scale up can be investigated in a future work.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare the results of the heuristic VM pricing and VM distribution algorithms with the optimal results in solving the proposed profit maximization problem (BLP). We consider a HI-MEC environment consisting of five AP locations, each co-located with a field cloudlet, and ,two PoPs, each equipped with a shallow cloudlet in which APs 1, 2, and 3 are connected to the first PoP, and APs 4 and 5 to the second PoP. The network model is also assumed to have a deep cloudlet.
We fix the bandwidth capacity of all the links to 1Gbps. Moreover, we consider three types of VMs (m3 large, c3 xlarge, and r3 2xlarge) and three types of resources (CPU, memory, and storage) [18] . The cloudlets are assumed to be equipped with the same type of PM but different numbers of PMs are available at different hierarchical levels. The power consumption of a PM is set to 0.7kWh and the power consumption of each type of VM is estimated accordingly based on its resource demands and the resource supply of the PM. The price of electricity is fixed to 2 cent/kWh. The price of the bids are generated randomly using a triangle distribution [16] assuming that the submitted price for each type of VM will not exceed its on-demand price available at [18] .
CVX [26] combined with Gurobi [27] and MATLAB are used to simulate the BLP and the two phases heuristic approach.
For performance evaluations, we study two cases, each with four different scenarios, i.e., 50, 500, 1000 and 2000 bids. In the first case study, we fix the ratio of bids submitted for three types of VMs as m3:c3:r3=2.5:1.5:1, corresponding to the case that the users are more interested in a smaller type of VM, i.e., m3. On the other hand, for the second case study, we change the ratio to m3:c3:r3=1:1.5:2:5 assuming that the users are more interested in a larger type of VM, i.e., r3. The AP locations for the bids are generated randomly in each case.
The computation time of the optimal approach (BLP) and the heuristic algorithm for different scenarios are compared in Table II . While the heuristic algorithm provides the suboptimal solution within a few seconds, the computation time of the optimal approach grows fast with the number of bids. Figures 2 and 3 show the profits gained in one time frame for case 1 and case 2, respectively. As we can see in these figures, the heuristic algorithm results in a profit quite close to the profit of the optimal approach. We further compare the performance of the heuristic and optimal approaches by providing the ratio of the served bids in Figures 4 and 5 for case 1 and 2, respectively. Here, the ratio of the served bids is defined as the total number of served bids divided by the total number of submitted bids. As demonstrated in these figures, the heuristic approach serves nearly the same number of bids as the optimal approach. Finally, we validate the performance of the VM pricing algorithm in Figure 6 . Owing to similarity, we only compare two prices as examples, and we choose m3 for case 1 and r3 for case 2 since m3 and r3 are the most demanded VMs in case 1 and 2, respectively. As demonstrated in the figure, the estimated price of the heuristic VM pricing for most scenarios is slightly higher than the optimal price, i.e., the heuristic pricing serves fewer bids than the optimal one, as also confirmed by the results shown in Figures 4 and 5 .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have proposed a new hierarchical architecture in the context of mobile edge computing called HI-MEC.
Specifically, we have introduced the concept of field, shallow and deep cloudlets deployed in three hierarchical levels in accordance with the principle of LTE-advanced mobile backhaul network. Based on the proposed model, a two time scale optimization approach for resource allocation is introduced. In particular, a BLP is formulated to maximize an auction-based profit for concurrent VM pricing and VM distribution, and accordingly heuristic algorithms are designed to solve this problem in a reasonable time. Moreover, a convex optimization problem for bandwidth allocation is formulated and a centralized solution to this problem is derived. The proposed hierarchical model and the two time scale optimization platform have been demonstrated to effectively facilitate the resource allocation to the subscribers of a MEC network.
